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Abstract  
      In this paper we generalize the result of S. Ali and C. Heatinger on left σ -
centralizer of semiprime ring to Jordan ideal, we proved that if R  is a 2-torsion free 
prime ring, U  is a Jordan ideal of R  and G  is an additive mapping from R  into 
itself satisfying the condition )()()()()( urGruGruurG σσ +=+ , for all 

RrUu ∈∈ , . Then )()()( ruGurG σ= , for all RrUu ∈∈ , . Also, we extend the 
result of  S. M. A. Zaidi, M. Ashraf and S. Ali  on left (σ ,σ )-derivation of prime ring 
to Jordan ideal by introducing the concept of generalized Jordan left (σ ,τ )-
derivation. 
Keywords: centralizer, σ -centralizer, (σ ,τ )-derivation, left (σ ,τ )-derivation, 
generalized (σ ,τ )- derivation, prime ring.                                 

 
),(-ا�يسر على مثاليات جوردان و مشتقات  σ-حول تمركز τσ  جوردان اليسرى

 المعممه للحلقات ا�وليه
   الخ�صة

ر للحلق��ه ش��به ا�يس��σ-عل��ى تمرك��ز C. Heatingerو  S. Aliف��ي ھ��ذا البح��ث عممن��ا نتيج��ة        
مث��الي  U, 2حلق��ه اولي��ه طليق��ة ا�لت��واء م��ن ال��نمط  Rبرھن��ا اذا كان��ت  , ا�ولي��ه ال��ى مث��الي ج��وردان

بحي�����������������ث  Rال�����������������ى  Rدال�����������������ه تجميعي�����������������ه م�����������������ن  Gو  Rج�����������������وردان ف�����������������ي 
)()()()()( urGruGruurG σσ )()()(ف���أًن  . u϶ U ,r϶Rلك���ل , +=+ ruGurG σ= ,

 -(على مشتقة  S. Aliو S. M. A. Zaidi   , M. Ashrafعممنا نتيجة , وكذلك. u϶ U ,r϶Rلكل 
σ , σ (اليس��رى للحلق��ه ا�ولي��ه ال��ى مث��الي ج��وردان بتق��ديم مفھ��وم مش��تقة- ),( τσ ج��وردان اليس��رى
   .المعممه

 
1. Introduction  

hroughout the present paper 
R  will denote an associative 
ring with center )(RZ , not 

necessarily with an identity element. 
We will write for 
all −=∈ xyyxRyx ],[,, yx  and 

yxxyyx +=o  for the Lie product 
and Jordan product, respectively. A 

ring R is said to be prime if 0=xRy  

implies that 0=x  or 0=y  and R is 

semiprime in case 0=xRx  implies 
0=x , [1]. An additive subgroup U  

of R  is said to be Jordan ideal (resp. 
Lie ideal) of R  if Uru ∈o  (resp. 

Rru ∈],[ ), for all RrUu ∈∈ , , [1]. 

A ring R  is called n-torsion free, 

T
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where n is an integer in case 0=nx , 
for Rx ∈ , implies 0=x , [1]. An 
additive mapping RRd →:  is called 
derivation if )()()( yxdyxdxyd +=  

, for all  Ryx ∈, , [2]. An additive 

mapping RRd →:  is called Jordan 

derivation if )()()( 2 xxdxxdxd += , 

for all Rx∈ , [2]. It is clear that each 
derivation is a Jordan derivation. The 
converse is not true in general. 
Hersetine's result [2], states that each 
Jordan derivation of  2-torsion free 
prime ring is a derivation. Awtar [3] 
generalized this result on Lie ideals. 
M. Bresar [4], introduced the 
definition of generalized derivation to 
be an additive mapping RRF →:  
such there exists a derivation 

RRd →:  such that 
)()()( yxdyxFxyF += , for all 

Ryx ∈, . We call an additive 

mapping RRF →:  is a generalized 
Jordan derivation if there exists a 
Jordan derivation RRd →:  such 

that )()()( 2 xxdxxFxF += , for all 

Rx ∈ , [5]. M. Ashraf and N. Rehman 
and S. Ali in [6], showed that in a 2-
torsion free prime ring R  , every 
generalized Jordan derivation on Lie 

ideal U  of R  such that Uu ∈2  for 
all Uu ∈   is a generalized derivation 
on U . 
An additive mapping RRd →:  is 
called left derivation (resp. Jordan left 
derivation) if )()()( xydyxdxyd +=  

,(resp. )(2)( 2 xxdxd = , for all 

Rx ∈ ) for all Ryx ∈, , [7]. Clearly , 
every left derivation is a Jordan left 
derivation and the converse is not true 
in genral. In [7]  M. Ashraf and N. 

Rehman proved that every Jordan left 
derivation of  2-torsion free prime 
ring on Lie ideal U  of R  is a left 
derivation on U .  According to S. Ali 
and C. Heatinger [8], RRF →:  is a 
generalized derivation iff F is of the 
form GdF += , where d  is a 
derivation and G is a left centralizer 
on R . Following B. Zalar [9], an 
additive mapping RRG →:  is 
called left (resp. right) centralizer if 

yxGxyG )()( =  (resp. )(xyG    

)(yxG= ), for all Ryx ∈, . If 

Ra ∈ , then axxLa =)(  is left 

centralizer and xaxRa =)(  is a right 

centralizer. IfG is a left and right 
centralizer, then G  is centralizer, [9]. 
An additive mapping RRG →:  is 
called Jordan left (right) centralizer in 

case xxGxG )()( 2 = (resp. )( 2xG
)(xxG= ), for all Rx ∈ , [8]. 

Obviously every left (right) 
centralizer is a Jordan left (right)  
centralizer. The converse is in general 
not true (see [10],Exapmple 1). In [9], 
B.Zalar proved that every Jordan left 
centralizer (resp. Jordan  centralizer) 
on a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R  
is a left centralizer (resp. centralizer ).  
Recently, E. Albas [10] introduced the 
following definitions which are 
generalizations of the definitions of 
centralizer and Jordan centralizer. Let 
σ  be an endomorphism of R . A 
Jordanσ -centralizer of R  is an 
additive mapping RRG →:  
satisfying 

)()()()()( xGyyxGyxxyG σσ +=+
  )()()()( yGxxyG σσ += , for all 

Ryx ∈, . An additive  mapping 
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RRG →:  is called a left (resp. 

right) σ -centralizer of R  if  
)()()( yxGxyG σ= (resp. )(xyG

)()( yGxσ= ), for all Ryx ∈, . If G  
is a left and right σ -centralizer, it is 
natural to call G  is an  σ -centralizer. 
It is clear that for an additive mapping 

RRG →:  associated with a 
homomorphism RR →:σ , if  

)()( xaxLa σ=  and axxRa )()( σ=  

for a fixed element Ra ∈  and for all 
Rx ∈ , then )(xLa  is a left σ             

-centralizer and )(xRa  is a right σ      

-centralizer. Clearly every centralizer 
is special case of a 1-centralizer, 
where 1 is the identity mapping on 
R .  
Let RRG →:  be an additive 
mapping and is a σ  be an 
endomorphism of R . We call G  a 
Jordan left (resp. right)  σ -centralizer 

if )()()( 2 xxGxG σ= (resp. )( 2xG
)()( xGxσ= ), for all Rx∈ . 

Oboivously every left (resp. right) σ  
-centralizer is Jordan left (resp. right) 
σ -centralizer.  
In [10], Albas proved, under some 
conditions, that in a 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring R , every Jordan left 

σ -centralizer of R  is a left   σ          
-centralizer of R . 
     If RRG →:  is a centralizer, then 
an easy compution gives that 

xyxGxyxG )()( = , for all Ryx ∈, . 
A natural question is to ask wether the 
converse is also true. 
In [11], J. Vukman gave the  
affirmative answer in case R  is a 2  -
torsion free semiprime ring.  

In [10], Albas proved, under some 
conditions, that in a 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring R , every Jordan σ    
-centralizer of R  is aσ -centralizer of 
R . According to [8], M. N. Daif, M. 
S. Tammam El-Sayiad and C. 
Heatinger proved that in a 2-torsion 
free semiprime ring R , for an 
endomorphism σ  of R  and for an 

additive mapping RRG →:  such 
that )()()()( xyGxxyxG σσ= , for 

all Ryx ∈, , then G  is a σ                

-centralizer of R . In [12], L. Molnar 
proved that if R  is a 2-torsion free 
semiprime ring and RRG →:  is an 
additive mapping such that 

yxxGxyxG )()( = , for all Ryx ∈, , 

then  G  is a left (right) centralizer. In 
2008, S. Ali and C. Heatinger [8] 
generalized Molnar's result as follows: 
if R  is a 2-torsion free semiprime 
ring, σ  be an endomorphism  of R  
and RRG →:  is an additive 
mapping such that 

)()()()( xyxGxyxG σσ=  (resp. 

)()()()( xGyxxyxG σσ= ), for all 

Ryx ∈, , then G  is a left (right) σ   

- centralizer of R . 
     In section 3, we generalize the 
above mentioned results for a Jordan 
ideal. 
Given some endomorphisms σ  and 
τ  of R , an additive mapping 

RRd →:  is called a (σ ,τ )             
-derivation if )()()( yxdxyd σ=  

)()( ydxτ+ , for all Ryx ∈, . Recall 
that a Jordan (σ ,τ )-derivation, as 
defined in [13], is an additive 
mapping RRd →:  satisfying 

)()()()()( 2 xdxxxdxd τσ += , for 
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all Rx∈ . An additive mapping 
RRF →:  is called a generalized 

(σ ,τ )-derivation  on R  if there 
exists an (σ ,τ )- derivation 

RRd →:  such that 
)()()()()( ydxyxFxyF τσ += , for 

all Ryx ∈, , [13]. An additive 

mapping RRF →:  is called a 
generalized Jordan (σ ,τ )-derivation 
if there exists a Jordan (σ ,τ )            
-derivation such that 

 )()()()()( 2 xdxxxFxF τσ += , for 

all Rx ∈ , [14].  
An additive mapping RRd →:  is 
called left (σ ,τ )-derivation if 

)()()()()( xdyydxxyd τσ += , for 

all Ryx ∈, , [13]. Clearly, every left 
(1,1)-derivation is a left derivation on 
R. Shaheen [15], introduced the 
concept of generalized left derivation 
as an additive mapping  RRF →:  , 
if  there exist a left derivation 

RRd →:  such that 
)()()( xydyxFxyF += , for all 

Ryx ∈, . The author in [16], 
introduced the concept of generalized 
left (σ ,τ )-derivation to be an 
additive mapping RRF →:  such 
that  there exists a left (σ ,τ )             
-derivation RRd →:  such that 
 )()()()()( xdyyFxxyF τσ += , for 

all Ryx ∈, . In the year 2003, S. M. 
A. Zaidi, M. Ashraf and S. Ali [13] 
proved that every Jordan left (σ ,σ )   
-derivation on a Jordan ideal U  of a 
2-torsion free prime ring is a left 
(σ ,σ )-derivation on U . 
     In section 3, we discuss the 
application of theory of σ                   
-centralizers and extend the last result 

by introducing the concept of 
generalized Jordan left (σ ,τ )            
-derivation. Throughout this paper 
consider σ  is an automorphism of 
R . 
2. Prelimineries 
     Now we will introduce the 
definition of generalized Jordan left 
(σ ,τ )- derivation and some basic 
results which extensively to prove our 
theorems. 
2.1 Definition: 
     Let S be a non empty set of R  An 
additive mapping RRF →: is called 
generalized Jordan left (σ ,τ )            
- derivation on S  if there exist a 
Jordan left (σ ,τ )-derivation 

RRd →:  such that 
)()()()()( xdxxFxxyF τσ += , for 

all Sx ∈ . 
2.2 Example: 
     Consider the ring 
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-derivation RRd →:  which is 

defined by  

















=
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0

0

0 a

b

a
d . 

Lemma (2.3) and Lemma (2.4) can be 
found in [13]. 
2.3 Lemma: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring and U  a nonzero Jordan ideal 
of R . If 0=aU  or ( 0=Ua ), then 

0=a . 
2.4 Lemma: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring and U a nonzero Jordan ideal of 
R . If 0=aUb , then 0=a  or 

0=b . 
2.5 Lemma: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free ring, 
U a Jordan ideal of R  and 

RRG →:  an additive mapping 
defined by  

)()()()()( urGruGruurG σσ +=+
, for all RrUu ∈∈ , . Then for every 

RrUu ∈∈ , , the following 
statements are hold: 
(i) )()()()( uruGuruG σσ= . 

(ii) )()()()( vruGvruurvG σσ=+   
   
                           )()()( urvG σσ+   
(iii)

0],[))()()(( 222 =− ruruGruG σσ . 
 
Proof: 
     (i) Replacer  by urur 22 + . Then 

))22()22(( uururururuG +++  

)22()( ururuG += σ   

    )()22( uururG σ++                                        

))()()()()()((2 uruGruuG σσσσ +=
  

))()()()()()( uurGuruG σσσσ ++   

                                                         (1)                                               
On the other hand, 

))22()22(( uururururuG +++  

)(4)22( 22 uruGurruG ++=                                                 

)(4))()()()(( 22 uruGurGruG ++= σσ
))()()()()()((2 uurGruuG σσσσ +=

         
   )(4 uruG+                                    (2)                      
By comparing equation(1) and 
equation(2) and since R  is 2-torsion 
free, we 
get )()()()( uruGuruG σσ= . 
(ii) If we replace u  by vu +  in (i), 
we get the required result. 
(iii) Let Uvu ∈, , such that Uuv ∈ . 

Let  )( uvvuuvuvGW += . Then by 
(ii), we get 

)()()()()()( uvuvGuvvuGW σσσσ +=
                                                         (3)                                                                               
On the other hand, 

)()( 22 uuvGuvGW +=                                                  

    )()()()()( 2 uvuGuvuvG σσσ +=  
                                                         (4) 
By comparing equation (3) and 
equation (4), we get 

)(()())()()((0 uvGuvvuGuvG −−= σσ
      )())()( vuvuG σσ−   

  ],[))()()(( vuvuGuvG σσ−=  

For any Uu ∈  and Rr ∈ , the 
element ruurv +=  satisfies the 
criterion Uuv ∈ , hence by above , 
we get 
 ))(((0 ruuruG +=  

     ],[))()( ruururuuruG ++− σσ  

)()()()()(( 2 ruuGuruGruG σσ−+=
    ],[))()()( 2 ruuruG σσσ−  
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],[))()()()(( 22 ruruuGruG σσσ−=
],[))()()(( 222 ruruGruG σσ−=   

     Note that Lemma (2.5) holds in 
case σ  is just endomorphism of the 
ring R . 
2.6 Lemma: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring and )()()( ruGruurG σ=+  

)()( urG σ+ ,for all RrUu ∈∈ , . If 

Uu ∈  such that )(RZu ∈ , then 

0)()()( =− ruGurG σ  
Proof: 
     Let )( urvvurGW +=  

               )()()()( vurGurvG σσ +=  
                                                         (5) 
On the other hand since )(RZu ∈ , 
then 
 )( urvvurGW +=  
     

)()()()()()( urvGvruG σσσσ +=  
                                                      (6) 
Compare equation (5) and equation 
(6) to get 

0)())()()(( =− vruGurG σσ , for all 

RrUvu ∈∈ ,, , i.e. 

  0))()()((1 =−− UruGurG σσ . 

By Lemma (2.1), we get  )(urG  

0)()( =− ruG σ . 
 
2.7 Lemma: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, U  be a Jordan ideal of R  and 

)()()()()( urGruGruurG σσ +=+
, for all RrUu ∈∈ , . Then )( 2ruG  

0)()( 2 =− ruG σ . 
Proof: 
     Let Uvu ∈, such that Uuv ∈2  

and Uvu ∈2 . 

 Let )( vusuvuvsvuGW += . 
By Lemma ((2.5),(ii)), we get 

)()()( vusuvGW σσ=                                                                        

       )()()( uvsvuG σσ+  
                                                       (7) 
On the other hand by Lemma 
(2.3,(ii)), we get 
 ))(())(( vusuvGuvsvuGW +=  

)()()()()()( vusuvGuvsvuG σσσσ +=
)()()()()( uvsvuG σσσσ=  

  )()()()()( vusuvG σσσσ+  
                                                       (8) 
By comparing equation (7) and 
equation (8), we get  

)()())()()((0 vusvuGuvG σσσ−=  

)()())()()(( uvsuvGvuG σσσ−+  

)()())()()(( vusvuGuvG σσσ−=               

    )()())()()(( uvsvuGvuG σσσ−−  

],[)())()()(( vusvuGuvG σσσ−=  

For any RsUu ∈∈ , , the element 

ruurv +=  satisfies the criterion 
Uuv ∈  and Uvu ∈ , hence by above 

we get 
))(((0 ruuruG +=  

],[)())()( ruurusruuruG ++− σσσ  

],[))()()()(( 22 ruRruuGruG σσσ−=
 

],[))()()(( 222 ruRruGruG σσ−=  

SinceR  is prime, either 

0)()()( 22 =− ruGruG σ or ],[ 2 ruσ
0= . 

If 0],[ 2 =ruσ , then )(2 RZu ∈ . By 
Lemma (2.6), we get  

0)()()( 22 =− ruGruG σ . 
3. Main Results 
     In this section we introduce our 
main results. 
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3.1 Theorem: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, be a U Jordan ideal of R  and 
G be an additive mapping from R  
into itself satisfying the condition 

)()()()()( urGruGruurG σσ +=+
, for all RrUu ∈∈ , . Then 

)()()( ruGurG σ= , for all Uu ∈ , 

 Rr ∈ . 
Proof: 
     Let )( uruuurGW +=  
                

)()()()( uurGuruG σσ +=                                                                                 
                                                       (9) 
On the other hand, 

)( 2 ururuGW +=  

     )()()()()( 2 uruGruG σσσ +=   
     

)()()()()()( uruGruuG σσσσ +=  
                                                     (10) 
 By comparing equation (9) and 
equation (10), we get 

0)())()()(( =− uruGurG σσ , for 

all RrUu ∈∈ , .                           (11) 

Replace u  by vu +  in equation (11), 
we get 

)())()()(( vruGurG σσ−  

0)())()()(( =−+ urvGvrG σσ  

Replace v  by 2v  in the last equation 
and by using Lemma (3), we 

get 0)())()()(( 2 =− vruGurG σσ , 

for all RrUvu ∈∈ ,, .                 (12) 
 Now linearize equation (12) on v  
and use equation (12) and equation 
(11) to get 

0)()())()()(( =− uvruGurG σσσ , 

for all RrUvu ∈∈ ,,  and this 

implies that 

0))()()((1 =−− UuruGurG σσ . 
By Lemma (2.4), either 

0)()()( =− ruGurG σ  or  0=u . 

If 0=u , for all Uu ∈ then  0=U  
and this a contradiction. Therefore,  

0)()()( =− ruGurG σ , for all 

RrUu ∈∈ , .  
As a consequence of Theorem (3.1) 
we get the following Corollaries: 
3.2 Corollary: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, be a U  Jordan ideal of R  and  
G  be a left Jordan σ -centralizer  on 
U . Then G  is a left σ -centralizer 
on  U . 
     In Corollary (3.2), if 1=σ , 1 
where is the identity mapping, we get 
the following: 
3.3 Corollary: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, be a U  Jordan ideal of R  and 
G  be a left Jordan centralizer  on U . 
Then G  is a left centralizer on U . 
3.4 Corollary: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring. Then every left Jordan 
centralizer on R  is a left centralizer 
on R . 
Zalar in [9], proved that Corollary 
(3.4) in case is R  semiprime ring. 
     If U   is a Jordan ideal and a 
subring of R  and RRG →:  is a left 
σ -centralizer on U  into R , then an 
easy computation ginen that 

)()()()( zyxGxyzG σσ= , for all 

Uzyx ∈,, . A natural question is to 
ask wether the converse is also true. 
We prove the following theorem 
which contains the answer on this 
question 
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3.5 Theorem: 
Let R  be a 2-torsion free semiprime 
ring, be a U  Jordan ideal of R . If 

RRG →:  is an additive mapping 
such that )()()()( uruGuruG σσ= , 

for all RrUu ∈∈ , , then G  is a left 

σ -centralizer on U . 
Proof: 
By the hypothesis, we get 

)()()()( uruGuruG σσ= , for all 

RrUu ∈∈ , .                                (13) 

Replacing u  by vu +  in equation 
(13), we get 

))()(( vurvuG ++  

)()()()()()( vruGuruG σσσσ +=  

)()()()()()( vrvGurvG σσσσ ++  
                                                    (14) 
On the other hand, 

))()(( vurvuG ++  

)()()( vrvGvruurvGuruG +++=  
                                                       (15) 
Combining equation (14) and 
equation (15), we get 

)()()()( vruGvruurvG σσ=+  

)()()( urvG σσ+ , for all Uvu ∈,  

Rr ∈, .                                          (16) 

Replace v  by 22u in equation (16), 
we get 

)( 22 ruuuruG +
))()()()()()((2 22 uruGuruG σσσσ +=  

, for all RrUu ∈∈ , .                   (17) 

Put  ruurr +=  in equation (13) and 
using equation (13), we get 

)(2 22 ruuuruG +  

))()(((2 uuruuruuG +=
)()()((2 uruuG σσ=    

   ))()()( uuruG σσ+                   (18) 

By comparing equation (17) and 
equation (18), and since R  is a 2           
-torsion free we get 

0)()())()()(( 2 =− uruuGuG σσσ ,  

for all RrUu ∈∈ , .                     (19) 

Now we set )()()( 2 uuGuG σ−  

 )(uA= , for all Uu ∈ . 
 Then equation (19) reduces to 

0)()()( =uruA σσ , for all Uu ∈ , 

Rr ∈ .                                           (20) 
Since is σ  onto, equation (20) 
implies that 
 0)()( =usuA σ , for all Uu ∈  

Rs ∈, . 
                                                     (21) 
Replacing s  by )()( uzAuσ  in 
equation (21), equation (21) gives that 

0)()()()( =uuzAuuA σσ , for all 

RzUu ∈∈ , .                                (22) 

Since R  is semiprime, then 
0)()( =uuA σ , for all Uu ∈ . 

                                                       (23) 
Replace  u  by vu +   in equation 
(23), we get 
  0)()()()( =+++ vvuAuvuA σσ , 

for all Uu ∈ .                                (24) 
Since  

)()(),()( vAuAvuBvuA ++=+  

, for all Uvu ∈, .                          (25) 
Where 

)()()(),( vuGvuuvGvuB σ−+=  

             )()( uvG σ−  
In view of equation (25), expression 
(24) implies that 

)()()(),()()( uvAuvuBvuA σσσ ++
0)(),( =+ vvuB σ , for all Uvu ∈, .  

                                                       (26) 
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Replace u  by u−  in the last 
equation, to get 

)()()(),()()( uvAuvuBvuA σσσ −+
0)(),( =− vvuB σ , for all Uvu ∈, . 

                                                  ….(27) 
Adding equation (26) with equation 

(27) and using the fact that R  is a 2  -
torsion free semiprime ring, we find 
that  0)(),()()( =+ uvuBvuA σσ , 

for all Uvu ∈, .                            
…..(28) 

 On right multiplication  of  equation 
(28) by  )(uA ,  we get 

0)()(),()()()( =+ uAuvuBuAvuA σσ
, for all Uvu ∈, .                          (29) 
From equation (21), we get 

0)()()()( =uAuRuAu σσ , for all 

Uu ∈ . 
Since R  is semiprime, then  

0)()( =uAuσ , for all Uu ∈ .         
                                                    (30) 
On combining equation (29) and 
equation (30) and since R  is 
semiprime, 0)( =uA , for all Uu ∈ , 

i.e., G  is a Jordan left σ - centralizer 
and hence G  is a left σ - centralizer 
on by Corollary (3.2) . 
 
Now we present some application of 
the theory of σ -centralizer in rings. 
The following theorem is a 
generalization of main theorem of [7]. 
 
 
3.6 Theorem: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, U  be a Jordan ideal and a 
subring of R . If F  is a generalized 
Jordan left (σ ,σ )-derivation on U , 

then F  is a generalized left (σ ,σ )-
derivation on U . 
 
Proof: 
     Since F  is a generalized Jordan 
left (σ ,σ )-derivation on U , then 
there exists a Jordan left (σ ,σ )-
derivation d  on U  such that  

)()()()()( 2 uduuFuuF σσ += , for 

all Uu ∈ .                                    
Now we write dFG −= . Then, we 
find that 

)()())(()( 2222 uduFudFuG −=−=
)()(2)()()()( uduuduuFu σσσ −+=

))()()(( uduFu −= σ    

)()( uGuσ=     

That is, G  is a  Jordan left σ                
-centralizer on U . Thus by Corollary 
(3.2), G  is a  left σ -centralizer on 
U . 
By [13],d  is a left (σ ,σ )-derivation 
on U .  Therefore, dGF +=   and 

)()()( uvduvGuvF +=           
)()()()()()( udvvduvGu σσσ ++=   

)()())()()(( vduydyFu σσ +−=  

   )()( udvσ+           
)()()()( udvvFu σσ +=   

Hence F  is a generalized left (σ ,σ )    
-derivation on U . 
 
In Theorem (3.6), if  dF =  where d  
is a Jordan left (σ ,σ )-derivation 
associated with F , we get the main 
theorem of [13]. 
3.7 Corollary:  
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, U  be a Jordan ideal and a 
subring of R . If d  is a Jordan left 
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(σ ,σ )-derivation on U , then d  is a 
left (σ ,σ )-derivation on U . 
 
In Corollary (3.7), if  1=σ , where 1 
is the identity mapping of  R  , we get 
 3.8 Corollary: 
     Let R  be a 2-torsion free prime 
ring, U  be a Jordan ideal and a 
subring of R . If d  is a Jordan left 
derivation on U , then d  is a left 
derivation on U . 
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